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Kanjo jewellery is the perfect way to keep your  

loved ones with you always 
 

Each Kanjo piece is crafted from sterling silver or 9ct gold 

and individually stamped with the names of your loved ones 

$109 $65 

$124 

$109 

plus chain 

Sterling silver, micro pave set, clear  

cubic zirconia jewellery 

Purchase a R.M.W 

watch and receive 

a Longhorn cap 

worth $29.95 for 

FREE!*  

*Conditions apply: available til 24.12.13 or while stocks last 

$125 $175 

The  

Perfect 

Workman’s 

Watch 

*10ATM 

*all stainless steel 

*day and date 

*double security                                

buckle  

*screw down crown     

and back 

*available in white 

Gents sterling silver, and blackened  

lined pendant, ring and bangle 

$219 

$215 

$369 

Get more ideas at www.randbsutherland.com.au 

$129 

$229 

Savi sterling silver, hand forged earrings and bangle 

Sterling silver Tree of Life 

pendant with sterling 

silver chain  

$49 

9ct yellow gold, diamond set ring, 

stud earrings and  pendant 

with gold chain    

Pendants TDW = 0.15ct       

Earrings TDW = 0.30ct 

Rings TDW = 0.16ct  $549 

$765 

Buy the  

pendant  

and earring  

SET FOR $999  

and SAVE  

$315 

Available in  

9 other  

colour  

combinations 

ICE  Slim  

Green Silicon Watch 

$99 

$699 



Perfect for a first diamond gift or for Mums with  

children who love pulling on their jewellery. 
 

They are available in a variety of  

colours and shapes.  

These are 9ct gold plated, sterling silver 

ONLY  

$99 

Elastic Diamonds 

ELLANI Collections sterling silver and clear 

cubic zirconia infinity jewellery 

$349 

$255 

$299 

All 9ct yellow, white or rose gold, 

diamond set pendants  

with 9ct gold chains 

$159 

$189 

Strand of  

15mm - 18mm baroque 

freshwater pearls   

$899 

$99 

$89 

$119 

Silicon  

bracelets are 

available in 4 

other colours 

ELLANI Collections sterling silver, 

clear and fancy pink cubic  

zirconia jewellery. 
 

Other colours are available 

$109 

$119 

$109 

$189 

Bracelets from $39  

Sterling silver charms from $49 

$69 

$89 

9ct rose and white gold, tanzanite  

and diamond ring 

$1,795 

9ct yellow gold,  

diamond ring                                    

$999 

SAVE  

$300 

9ct yellow and white gold, Argyle 

cognac diamond ring 

$2,249 

Botanical Collection 

$349 $429 

$689 $399 

Silicon  

bracelets are 

available in 4 

other colours 

Missie von Lubbe 

sterling silver, Flora 

hanging earrings and 

pendant on black silk 

9ct yellow and white gold, pink sapphire or Australian 

sapphire and diamond pieces 

$459 

$539 

$399 


